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Hello everyone, the Joys team is in touch.
After the release of Joys Wallet, we are actively engaged in
connecting partner stores to our payment service and also
working on the integration of our payment module into
popular solutions in the retail market.
We will tell you about it in more detail, as well as about
what we have managed to do over the past first month
of autumn and what we plan to do in the future. Let’s get
started!

In this issue:
• Joys Digital: the first real purchase for BTC;
• Joys Wallet: integration of JOYS cryptocurrency
and exchanging of digital financial assets to fiat
funds;
• Joys payment module integrates into iiko, 1C
and R-Keeper in October;
• Joys and Binance Jersey — we have opened
a corporate account;
• Best cryptomemes of months.
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Joys Digital:
the first real purchase in BTC

On September 9th, 2019, in the Joys Digital payment
service the first real purchase with the use of digital
financial assets was made. It happened in Kemerovo,
in the Green Gorillaz fitness center. A monthly
subscription was purchased using our Joys Wallet
app. The buyer spent BTC, the fitness club received
its estimated rubles. The uniqueness of this event is
that it is the first industrial, scalable to any business
solution that fully complies with the current legislation
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of the Russian Federation. Now this service is available
in all gyms of the network of Green Gorillaz fitness
clubs.
We employ new merchants to the Joys Digital
payment service, mostly in Moscow, including
e-commerce. At the first stage, we plan to launch
several dozen stores, conduct a series of tests and
trials in the operating mode of the service, automate
business processes, prepare marketing steps and
several interesting solutions for the market.
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Joys Wallet:
integration of JOYS cryptocurrency
and exchanging of digital financial
assets to fiat funds

After the release of the Joys Wallet app in the
App Store and Google Play, we began to work on
expanding its functionality.
Earlier we wrote that at first time payments with
using of Joys Wallet is possible only with BTC, and we
will add other coins after the pilot operation. As you
already know, the first real transaction was successful.
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And now we are happy to announce that next month
we will add the ability to pay for purchases using
JOYS! This means that all the happy owners of our
cryptocurrency will soon have the opportunity to
purchase goods and/or services in any of our partner
stores, which will become more and more every
month.
In addition, in October we will add the ability to
exchange digital financial assets between each other
and also exchange them for fiat funds inside our app.
We are constantly working on the application and
strive to make it a universal and modern way to pay for
purchases in just a couple of touches of the screen of
your smartphone.
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Joys payment module
integrates into iiko, 1C and R-Keeper
in October

Our team has released an API that allows any partner to
write a gateway that will allow you to accept Joys Digital
payments.
API is public — it can be found on our website, if you
have questions, we are ready to answer it and help to
choose the best solution.
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We test the payment module when it is ready.
In parallel with the development, we carry out the
“packaging” of the payment module — we create
advertising texts, user documentation that helps cashiers,
and software documentation that helps technicians who
accompany the point of sale.
Thus, by the time the payment module for a particular
platform, such as 1C, we have not only the module itself
as a software component, but also its accompanying
auxiliary content.
Once the module is published and available for use, it
goes to support — this means that we are responsible
and support the operation.
Currently we are working with partners such as 1C RARUS
and Karbis. The planned release of the publication of
payment modules in October-early November.
Payment modules will be compatible with current
solutions 1C, 1C Rarus current versions, and R-Keeper.
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Joys and Binance Jersey —
we have opened a corporate
account

In the June digest, we wrote about the meeting of CEO
Joys Andrey Mikhaylishin and CCO Alexander Shamyan
with a representative of the Binance cryptocurrency
exchange in Russia and the CIS Gleb Kostarev.
The meeting was successful, and now we are happy
to announce that the cooperation between Joys and
Binance Jersey continues by opening an account on
Binance Jersey. Binance Jersey has become our official
partner for the exchange of digital financial assets,
which will ensure the reliability of the service.
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Cryptomemes

See you in the next month.
Joys team
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Join us in social networks!

